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In the picture above left to right are George Welch, President 
and Chief Instructor; Robert Gruber, Secretary and Treasurer, Instructor; 
Sarah Rhode, Bookkeeper; Albert Dunn, Attendant; Hubert Seigler, 
Attendant. 

Walterboro Air Service operates a FAA and Veterans Administration 
approved Flight School and Ground School at the Walterboro Municipal 
Airport, located one mile east of the city. 
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The Walterboro Airport has three paved runways. All three are over 
5000 feet long. There is a non-directional beacon, frequency 221 Khz 
on the field and also Unicorn service. Walterboro Air Service is in 
operation 24 hours a day and being located on Victor 3, is a good stop 
for North South traffic. 80 and 100 octane fuel is available and an 
invitation is extended to all pilots to stop in at any time. Hot 
coffee, sandwiches, and snacks are always available. 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR REVALIDATION COURSE 

The Aviation Division of the Georgia Department of Industry and 
Trade is sponsoring a Flight Instructor Revalidation Course at the 
Atlanta Area Technical School on July 7, 8, and 9. Instructors for 
the program will include Pete Campbell, Carl Edmison, and Spencer 
Haughton. 

The FAA requires revalidation of your Flight Instructor's Certi
ficate every two (2) years. The course will be conducted by the Flight 
Instructor Team, FAA Academy, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

Instructors who complete this 3-day course will, at the discretion 
of the FAA inspectors present, receive on-the-spot revalidation of their 
instructor certificates. If the need for further oral and/or flight 
testing is indicated, FAA inspectors will be available throughout the 
course and through Friday afternoon. 

All instructors and potential instructors in training are urged 
to take part in this important program. Now, more than ever, general 
aviation needs qualified instructors. Your professional services, if 
you are properly revalidated, are in great demand by fli~ht schools and 
fixed-based operators throughout the Southeast. 

This course will enable you to revalidate your flight instructor 
certificate in accordance with FAA regulations, earn your Gold Seal 
Instructor's Certificate (Providing, of course, you meet the other 
necessary qualifications), and review your past instructor experience 
in the light of newly developed instruction techniques as passed along 
by the top aviation educators. 

For further information contact: Aviation Division, Georgia Depart
ment of Industry and Trade, P.O. Box 38097, Atlanta, Georgia 30334. 

The next Instructor Clinic scheduled for this area will be in 
Columbia, South Carolina, in November at Midland Tee. The South 
Carolina program will be sponsored by the Air Safety Foundation of 
AOPA and the Federal Aviation Agency and will have the same team of 
instructors. 
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AVIATION SAFETY WINNERS 

Shown above are Harold Cox, Charlie Lanford, Walter Stokes, 
Melvin Hawkins of Stevens Aviation. Since the creation of the Safety 
Award in 1963, four of Stevens Aviation personnel have received the 
Safety Certificate. 

Charlie Lanford, this year's winner, received the award for 
a modification of a brake pedal assembly on a Fan Jet Falcon. 

SKY=SAFE 

General Aviation's first voluntary pilot proficiency program~ 
developed by and under the direct supervision of the AOPA Air Safety 
Foundation, was held in Richmond, Vfrginia, on June 6 & 7 by the 
AOPA Air Safety Foundation and the Virginia Division of Aeronautics. 

The program exceeded all expections, and over 150 pilots took 
advantage of the opportunity to improve their proficiency. 

The Sky=Safe program is designed so that pilots may fly in, 
attend the lectures and complete flight training in one day. A 
total of nine ground school classes were pres~nted continuously 
during the two days. 



ATlANTA TERMINAL CONTROL AREA (TCA) 

IMPLEMENTATION. On 25 June 1970, portions of the airspace surrounding the Atlanta Municipal Air
port (see map on reverse) will be designated as the Atlanta TCA in consonance with recent amendments 
to the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). 

OPERATING RULES AND PILOT /EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. Regardless of weather conditions, 
an ATC clearance is required prior to operating within the Atlanta TCA. Pilots should not request such 
clearances unless the requirements of FAR 91.90 are met. Included among these requirements are: 

1. Two-way radio capable of communicating with ATC on appropriate frequencies. 
2. A VOR or T ACAN receiver. This is not required for helicopters. 
3. An appropriate transponder beacon. This is not required for helicopters or for IFR flights at 

airports other than the primary. 
4. Private pilot certificate or better in order to operate at the primary airport. 
5. Unless otherwise authorized by ATC, large turbine powered aircraft must operate at or above 

the floor of the TCA while operating to or from the primary airport . 

Additionally, there is a 200 knot speed limit for aircraft operating beneath the depicted floors of the 
TCA and within the VFR corridor . 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES. 

IFR Fl ights -Aircraft operating within the Atlanta TCA shall be operated in accordance with current 
IFR p 4 ocedures except that pilots of large (over 12,500 lbs) turbine powered aircraft should operate at 
or a bove the designated TCA floors while arriving / departing Atlanta Airport. Such aircraft must also 
avoid the VFR corridor which has been established for uncontrolled operations to trans it the TCA. 

- VFR Flights 
a. Arriving aircraft should contact Atlanta approach control on specified frequencies and in rela

tion to geographical fixes shown on the accompanying chart. Although arriving aircraft may be operat
ing beneath the floor of the TCA on initial contact, communications should be established with Atlanta 
approach control in relation to the points indicated for sequencing and spacing purposes. 

b. Aircraft departing Atlanta are requested to advise the ground controller the intended altitude 
and route of flight to depart the TCA. 

c. Aircraft not landing / departing the Atlanta Municipal Airport should avoid the TCA. Sufficient 
airspace is available for flight beneath, above and through VFR corridors without excessive flight 
penalties. 

ATC PROCEDURES - All aircraft will be controlled and separated by the Atlanta approach control 
facility while operating within the TCA. Although radar separation will be the primary separation stand
ard used, approved visual separation and other nonradar procedures will be applied as required or 
deemed appropriate. Traffic information on observed but unidentified radar targets will be provided 
on a workload permitting basis to aircraft operating outside of the TCA. 

NOTE: Assignment of r9dar headings and/ or altitudes are based on the provision that a pilot operating 
in accordance with visual flight rules is expected to advise ATC if compliance with an assigned route, 
radar heading or altitude will cause the pilot to violate such rules. • 

SEE MAP ON OTHER SIDE 
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS 

General aviation (non-airline) accidents could be substantially 
reduced if pilots would follow established preflight procedures, 
according to a study just completed for the Federal Aviation Admin
istration of the Department of Transportation. 

Prepared by the Stanwick Corporation of Arlington, Virginia, 
the study compared general aviation pilot preflight habits and air
craft accident causes in an effort to determine the relationship 
between the two. Some 3,200 general aviation pilots were surveyed 
for the study and approximately half responded. Additional infor-
mation was obtained through on-site visits to general aviation facilities. 

The study found a direct relationship between preflight activity 
and accidents. Reports of laxity in performing various steps in the 
preflight were related very closely to the findings of the National 
Transportation Safety Broard as to the specific causes of accidents 
in the preflight category. 

According to the study, faulty preflight procedures were a 
major cause of accidents in 1968 (the latest year for which complete 
statistics are available), accounting for 14 per cent of the total. 
There were 697 accidents due to faulty preflight that year, of 
which 184 involved fatalities. 

The study said the greatest cause of fatal accidents in 1968 
involved pilots trying to fly VFR (visual flight rules) into 
adverse weather that they had not correctly analyzed in advance or 
did not have an alternate route ready. This was a factor in 81 
fatal accidents. 

Inadequate planning for fuel consumption was another leading 
cause of all types of accidents. Of 513 non-fatal mishaps for the year, 
132 were traced to fuel exhaustion, although 99 per cent of the 
responding pilots reported they carried at least a half-hour fuel 
reserve. 

Flying while under the influence of alcohol accounted for 42 
accidents, while failure tn obtain a weather briefing led to 47 others. 

Other factors.included permitting unqualified pilots to rent or 
borrow aircraft; inadequate investigation for suitable takeoff and 
landing sitE3; failure to inspect aircraft fuel for impurities; failure 
to calculate aircraft weight and balance; taking an aircraft when 
known deficiencies exist; failure to calculate for density altitude, 
and inadequate route planning leading to a pilot becoming lost. 

Fuel exhaustion has appeared to be the leading cause of accidents 
in South Carolina during the past year. Adequate preflight prep
arations should prevent this from occurring. 
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AVIATION TRADE MART 

l a 

The second annual Aviation Trade Mart held at Stevens Aviation * 
in Greer was another outstanding success. Representatives from all 
segments of aviation were on hand to demonstrate the latest equipment 
and show their newest aircraft. 

The Saturday Regional AOPA meeting was well attended in spite 
of our IFR weather Saturday morning. The panel of exper ts, Don 
Sundin, Jack Eggspuehler, Frank Smith and Dr. Mohler presented an 
excellent program. Mrs. Pat Davis, of AOPA served as moderator) 
shown in the picture top right. Top left: Mr. & Mrs. Ed Frehmeyer 
hold down the Airwork booth. Bottom right shows a portion of the 
aircraft on display. Bottom left: you can't sell them all. 

BRANNON APPOINTED 

Jean Brannon formerly of Brannon's Aero Service has been appointed 
to the Greenville Airport Commission. With his years of experience 
in aviation, they certainly couldn't have picked a better man. Our 
congratulations, Jean! 

Jean recently flew his homebuilt to the Chapter 242 fly-in at 
Wings & Wheels Museum at Santee. 



SOUTH CAROLINA AERONAUTICS COMMISSION 
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WEST COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29169 
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AREA NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 
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The Federal Aviation Administration of the Department of Transporta
Clon has issued its first Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) for the 
installation and operation of area navigation (RNAV) equipment in 
general aviation aircraft as a means of solving the problem of congested 
airspace. 

FAA's STC permits use of the system through the full range of area 
navigation covering the enroute, terminal and approach phases of operation. 

Area navigation is based on the use of airborne computers which 
permit pi 1 ots to use signa 1 s from exi s'ti ng VOR/DME (very high frequency 
omnirange/distance measuring equipment) ground stations without the 
necessity of flying directly between these stations as must be done 
with conventional navigation equipment. Through a triangulation proce
dure made possible by the airborne computer, special routes can be 
established that enable the pilot to proceed more directly to his desti
nation, avoiding congested airspace areas and reducing his communicatioAs 
coordination with the controller. 

Implementation of area navigation by FAA already is well underway. 
Sixteen RNAV routes have been established in the eastern, southern, and 
Western parts of the country for interim use pending formal rule maki~g 
action. Additional RNAV routes, both in hifgh and low altitude airspace, 
are being developed. 


